Iso-polyhalomethanes are known reactive intermediates that play a pivotal role in the photochemistry of halomethanes in condensed phases. In this work, iso-bromoform (iso-CHBr 3 ) and its deuterated isotopomer were characterized by matrix isolation infrared and UV/visible spectroscopy, supported by ab initio and density functional theory calculations, to further probe the structure, spectroscopy, and photochemistry of this important intermediate. Selected wavelength laser irradiation of CHBr 3 isolated in Ar or Ne matrices at ∼5 K yielded iso-CHBr 3 ; the observed infrared and UV/visible absorptions are in excellent agreement with computational predictions, and the energies of various stationary points on the CHBr 3 potential energy surface were characterized computationally using high-level methods in combination with correlation consistent basis sets. These calculations show that, while the corresponding minima lie ∼200 kJ/mol above the global CHBr 3 minimum, the isomer is bound by some 60 kJ/mol in the gas phase with respect to the CHBr 2 + Br asymptote. The photochemistry of iso-CHBr 3 was investigated by selected wavelength laser irradiation into the intense S 0 → S 3 transition, which resulted in back photoisomerization to CHBr 3 . Intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations confirmed the existence of a first-order saddle point connecting the two isomers, which lies energetically below the threshold of the radical channel. Subsequently, natural bond orbital analysis and natural resonance theory were used to characterize the important resonance structures of the isomer and related stationary points, which demonstrate that the isomerization transition state represents a crossover from dominantly covalent to dominantly ionic bonding. In condensed phases, the ion-pair dominated isomerization transition state structure is preferentially stabilized, so that the barrier to isomerization is lowered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their long-standing industrial use and significant ozone-depleting potential, the photochemistry of bromine-containing halocarbons (halons) in both gas and condensed phases has received extensive scrutiny. Bromoform (CHBr 3 ) and its derivatives are among the most important halons for study, as bromoform, arising primarily from biogenic sources and having a short atmospheric lifetime, is a primary producer of bromine in the troposphere and mid-latitude lower stratosphere. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of bromoform shows three absorption maxima near 225, 210, and 180 nm, 30 which have been assigned on the basis of high-level ab initio calculations to transitions from the ground state to theB 1 E,C 1 A 1 , andD 1 E states. 31 These transitions predominantly reflect single excitations from the highest occupied orbitals, which correspond to lone pairs on Br, into C-Br σ * orbitals.
The gas-phase photolysis of bromoform has been extensively studied, although not necessarily well understood. Sander et al. measured the Br atom quantum yield for CHBr 3 photolysis in the wavelength range 266-324 nm. 32 At a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: scott.reid@mu.edu.
longer wavelengths, the quantum yield was unity; however, at 266 nm a quantum yield of 0.76(3) was measured, taken to indicate the opening of a second channel, Figure 1 (a). Several authors have ascribed this to a molecular elimination channel forming Br 2 , which has been suggested to occur following internal conversion to the ground state. 33, 34 However, in detailed studies of the photodissociation at wavelengths of 193 and 248 nm, North et al. concluded that prompt C-Br bond cleavage was the dominant channel following absorption of a single ultraviolet (UV) photon, with molecular products arising from multiphoton processes. 35, 36 This finding is consistent with several other experimental and theoretical studies, 31, 37, 38 and our recent study of the importance of isomerization as a path to molecular products in halon decomposition has shown that an internal conversion mechanism involving isomerization is insufficient to explain the reported yields of Br 2 in the photolysis of bromoform at 248 nm. 39 The condensed phase photochemistry of bromoform and related halomethanes is slightly less controversial, Figure 1 (b). Here, photolysis is known to lead to facile production of the iso-halomethanes following geminate recombination of the initially formed radical pair in the solvent cage, and the isomers have been shown to play a pivotal role in the reactivity of halomethanes in solution. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] For example, iso-CH 2 I 2 is the primary species responsible for the FIG. 1. Photochemical pathways for bromoform in (a) the gas phase, (b) condensed phases. In condensed phases, geminate recombination in the solvent cage forms iso-CHBr 3 .
cyclopropanation of olefins when CH 2 I 2 is photolyzed in the presence of olefins. 42 A time-resolved resonance Raman (RR) and computational study of the water-catalyzed O-H insertion/HBr elimination reaction of iso-CHBr 3 showed that isobromoform is responsible for the end products observed following UV excitation of CHBr 3 in aqueous solution. 52 Very recently, Crim et al. 54 and El-Khoury and Tarnovsky 55 reported ultrafast laser studies of the formation and fate of isoCHBr 3 in solution. Crim and co-workers proposed a photochemical mechanism whereby ultraviolet excitation of CHBr 3 leads to prompt production of iso-CHBr 3 , which was assigned on the basis of previous calculations 53 as the carrier of an intense transient absorption band centered at 390 nm that appeared with a risetime < 0.5 ps following photolysis. This band decayed with a time constant of ∼13 ps in neat CHBr 3 , and the decay coincided with the rise of a new band centered at 495 nm that was assigned to the Br. . . CHBr 3 complex. A different interpretation has been proposed by El-Khoury and Tarnovsky. 55 Phillips et al. studied the vibrational spectrum of isoCXBr 3 (X = H,F) in cyclohexane solution using timeresolved RR spectroscopy, supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 53 This work characterized several fundamental vibrational frequencies for both species and provided additional support for the participation of isopolyhalomethane species as methylene transfer agents in the cyclopropanation reactions of olefins following ultraviolet excitation of polyhalomethanes in solution. It was also suggested that iso-polyhalomethane formation in water droplets and aerosol particles might lead to the release of reactive halogens into the atmosphere, by both photochemical and thermal reactions.
In this study, which builds upon the earlier work of Maier and co-workers, 56, 57 we report the first matrix isolation studies of iso-CHBr 3 and its deuterated isotopomer and have characterized the electronic spectroscopy of this system for the first time. These results are timely, as they dovetail nicely with recent ultrafast studies of the isomer in solution. 54, 55 We report both infrared (IR) and ultraviolet/visible (UV/VIS) spectra of the isomers, which were generated following laser irradiation of the parent compounds trapped in rare gas (Ar, Ne) matrices at 5 K. Our experimental results are supported by extensive calculations using the density functional and postHartree Fock methods in combination with natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis and natural resonance theory (NRT), which explore in detail the structure and properties of the isomer.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
The matrix isolation experiments utilized an apparatus that has been described in detail in recent articles 58, 59 ; and therefore, only details pertinent to this study will be reported. Samples of CH(D)Br 3 in Ar or Ne at typical mixing ratios of 1:500 were prepared by passing high purity Ar or Ne gas at a typical pressure of 3 bar over the chemical held in a stainless steel bubbler that in turn was placed in a refrigerated bath. A mixture, thus prepared, was deposited onto the cold window held at ∼5 K using a solenoid actuated pulsed valve; typical conditions were: 1 ms pulse duration, 10 Hz repetition rate, 1 h deposition time, 1 bar backing pressure. Before each experiment, the sample line was pumped under vacuum to remove any volatile impurities.
Following deposition, the cold window was irradiated with laser light at 220 nm, generated from the frequency doubled output of a dye laser system (Lambda-Physik Scanmate 2E) operating on Coumarin 440 dye, pumped by the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum NY-61). The photolysis beam was expanded using a 4:1 beam expander to fill the cold window and avoid damage to the KBr windows 60 ; typical irradiation time was 1 h at 10 Hz, with 0.5 mJ/pulse. Infrared absorption spectra were recorded with a Mattson Galaxy series FTIR at typically 2 cm −1 resolution and averaged over 128 scans. Ultraviolet/visible absorption spectra were obtained with an Agilent 8453 diode array spectrophotometer. The reference spectra for both IR and UV/VIS were recorded for the cold sample holder immediately prior to matrix deposition, and the entire cryostat was mounted on a home-built rail system that allowed quick interchange between spectrometers. All spectra were transferred to a spreadsheet and analysis program (ORIGIN 8.0) for subsequent workup.
Calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN 03 suite of electronic structure programs on a personal computer, 61 the GAMESS electronic structure package on the COBALT (SGI Altix) system at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications, and the GAUSSIAN 09 electronic structure package on the MU Pere cluster. The NBO calculations were carried out on the Department of Chemistry (Phoenix) Cluster at UW-Madison using GAUSSIAN 09 (Ref. 62) with NBO version 5.9. 63 Geometry optimization was typically performed using the DFT (B3LYP, [64] [65] [66] ) and Møller-Plesset perturbation (MPn; n = 2) methods 68 with a series of correlation consistent polarized basis sets, aug-cc-pVnZ (n = D,T,Q). [69] [70] [71] [72] When combined with MPn and coupled cluster methods, these basis sets have been shown to recover some of the correlation energy of the valence electrons, 71 an important feature in describing relatively weak bonding situations such as found in the iso-halons. To obtain a more quantitative description of the relative energies between selected stationary points, single-point energy calculations were performed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory using the optimized DFT and/or MP2 structures.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spectroscopic and computational studies of iso-CHBr 3
Figure 2 shows matrix infrared (upper panel) and UV/VIS spectra of iso-CHBr 3 trapped in a Ne matrix at ∼5 K. This difference spectrum was measured following back photoisomerization to the parent molecule, which is described in more detail below. The corresponding Ar matrix spectra of the isomer are shown in Figure 1S (supplementary material). 73 Shown in Figure 2 as stick spectra are DFT (upper, B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) and time-dependent density functional theory (lower, TDCAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) predictions of the spectra of iso-CHBr 3 . It is clear that iso-CHBr 3 is the dominant species observed upon steady-state photolysis of bromoform in rare gas matrices. Only a very small signal due to the CHBr 2 radical (773 cm −1 ) (Ref. 74 ) can be observed. The positions and relative intensities of the observed IR absorptions are in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions for iso-CHBr 3 and, where they overlap, with previous results from time-resolved RR spectroscopy (Table I) . 53 Note that the calculated 79 Br- 81 Br isotope splittings for the IR bands are uniformly small; i.e., < 2 cm −1 , and therefore were not resolved in our experiments.
Under the assumption that the IR and UV/VIS spectra sample the same region of the matrix, the integrated IR and UV/VIS intensities were combined with calculated IR intensities to estimate the oscillator strength of the UV/VIS transitions. Thus, the integrated IR absorbance of a given feature was divided by the calculated intensity (in km/mol) to FIG . 2. Upper panel: Infrared spectrum of a CHBr 3 :Ne matrix (∼1:500) at ∼5 K following laser irradiation at 220 nm to form the iso-species, and subsequent irradiation at 440 nm to regenerate the parent. The stick spectrum shows the predicted (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) infrared spectrum of iso-CHBr 3 . Lower panel: The corresponding UV/VIS spectrum, compared with the predicted (TDCAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) spectrum of iso-CHBr 3 .
derive a column density in the matrix, and an average value was obtained over the observed IR absorptions. The oscillator strength of a given electronic (UV/VIS) band was then obtained according to the following formula 75 :
where N IR is the column density derived from the IR measurements and the numerator represents the integrated ultraviolet absorbance. Using this approach, the derived oscillator strength of the most prominent band at 400 nm is 0.35 (ε max ∼ 19 000 L mol −1 cm −1 ), which is close to the TD-CAM-B3LYP prediction (f calc = 0.42). Table II provides a list of predicted vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths of the lowest excited singlet states of isoCHBr 3 . Similar to other iso-polyhalomethanes, we find weak bands (S 0 → S 1 , S 2 ) in the visible and a much stronger band (S 0 → S 3 ) in the near-UV. Geometry optimization of the S 3 state at the TDB3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level reveals an elongated Br-Br bond and nearly linear C-Br-Br framework.
Theory confirms that iso-CHBr 3 is a local minimum on the CHBr 3 potential energy surface (PES). Table III compares the fully optimized structural parameters determined at the B3LYP and MP2 levels of theory with aug-cc-pVnZ (n = D,T,Q) basis sets. When the calculated geometrical parameters using the MP2 wavefunction and the B3LYP density functional are compared, the parameter that is most sensitive to the level of theory employed is C-Br-Br, which is ∼127
• and 119
• at the B3LYP and MP2 levels, respectively. A similar result was found for iso-CF 2 Br 2 (Ref. 59 ) and attributed to the shallowness of the iso-CF 2 Br 2 minimum. In contrast, the iso-CHBr 3 minimum is less shallow, as it is more strongly bound; this is shown in Figure 3 , which displays the relaxed PES along the Br-Br stretching and C-Br-Br bending coordinates calculated at the M06/6-311++G(2df,2p) level of theory. To further probe the CHBr 3 PES, higher level CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations were performed on selected stationary points, using the MP2 and B3LYP optimized structures. The CCSD(T) energies, shown in Figure 4 , indicate that iso-CHBr 3 is bound relative to the radical (CHBr 2 + Br) asymptote by 63 kJ/mol. In contrast, the threshold energy of the molecular (CHBr + Br 2 ) asymptote is ∼160 kJ/mol above the iso-CHBr 3 minimum.
Our computational results concerning the isomer are largely consistent with prior theoretical studies, 53, 76 Table III . However, there are significant differences between our MP2 results and the prior MP2/LANL2DZ calculations of Quandt et al. 76 Specifically, for both isomers and the transition state, our calculated C-Br bond lengths with an aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are roughly 0.1 Å shorter, and the calculated Br-Br bond III. Fully optimized geometrical parameters for CHBr 3 , iso-CHBr 3 , and the first-order saddle point connecting the two isomers. Angles are given in degrees and bond lengths in Ångstroms; atom numbering follows the scheme shown in Figure 1(b length in the isomer is ∼0.2 Å shorter. Note that the basis used in Ref. 76 incorporated a total of 35 functions, while the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set typically used in our calculations has 246 symmetry adapted basis functions. The discrepancy between our calculations can thus be attributed to basis set size, as it mirrors the trend that we observe with basis set size in our own calculations (i.e., decrease in C-Br and Br-Br bond lengths with larger basis set). Our experimental and computational results concerning iso-CHBr 3 are consistent with the recent ultrafast experiments of Crim et al. 54 and El-Khoury and Tarnovsky. 55 In particular, the assignment of iso-CHBr 3 as the carrier of an intense transient absorption band centered at 390 nm that appears with a risetime < 0.5 ps following ultrafast photolysis of CHBr 3 in solution 54 is very consistent with our UV/VIS spectrum of matrix-isolated iso-CHBr 3 (Figure 2 ). Crim and co-workers find that in solution the nascent isomer can be stabilized or undergo Br atom loss. To investigate this pathway, we carried out a relaxed scan along the Br-Br coordinate in the isomer at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level ( Figure 2S in supplementary  material) , 73 which shows that the isomer undergoes Br atom loss without a barrier.
As further confirmation of these findings, we carried out identical studies on the deuterated isotopomer, which has not previously been observed. The positions and relative intensities of the observed IR absorptions of iso-CDBr 3 are in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions (Table I ). In this case five fundamentals were observed, including the C-D stretch at 2291 cm −1 (in Ne).
B. Photochemistry of iso-CHBr 3
The photochemistry of iso-CHBr 3 was investigated following excitation of the S 0 → S 3 transition at 440 nm, in a sample prepared according to the protocol described above. The resulting difference IR spectrum, shown in Figure 5 , reveals the loss of bands associated with the isomer and the growth of bands attributed to the parent bromoform. This is consistent with prior studies of other iso-halomethanes, which demonstrated facile back photoisomerization to the normal isomer. 56, 57, 77 In order to more fully investigate the photoisomerization mechanism, we searched for a first-order saddle point connecting the normal and iso-species. First, a fully relaxed scan along the C-Br-Br at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level was performed, shown in Figure 3S(a) , 73 which indicated that the CHBr 3 and iso-CHBr 3 minima are connected by a saddle point. The structure of this saddle point was optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of FIG. 5 . Difference IR spectrum obtained following 440 nm laser irradiation of matrix isolated iso-CHBr 3 . The IR absorptions of the iso-species decrease, and the bands of the parent increase, illustrating a facile back photoisomerization. For reference, the spectrum of matrix isolated (Ar, 5 K) CHBr 3 is shown in the upper panel.
theory, and vibrational frequency analysis confirmed the structure as a first-order saddle point. The single reference MP2 and B3LYP wavefunctions were tested and found to be stable, and the optimized structural parameters are given in Table III . As further confirmation, the reaction path from the optimized transition state structure was followed in the forward and reverse directions using the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) approach, Figure 3S(b) . 73, 78 We subsequently performed single-point CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations on the MP2 optimized transition state structure, and the energy of this stationary point is included in Figure 4 . At the CCSD(T)//MP2 level, the saddle point is found 251 kJ/mol above the CHBr 3 minimum, while the CHBr 2 + Br asymptote lies 16 kJ/mol higher. To date the formation of isohalomethanes in condensed phases has been considered to occur solely via a photolytic mechanism involving C-Br bond cleavage and geminate recombination in the solvent cage; however, our calculations indicate that iso-CHBr 3 may be formed directly over a barrier which lies energetically below the CHBr 2 + Br asymptote. 39 We note that, while a direct isomerization pathway between the isomers has been established, the exact mechanism involved in parent reformation following electronic excitation of the isomer has not. To probe this process in greater detail, examining the dynamics and product yield following infrared (e.g., C-H stretch overtone) excitation of the isomer would be particularly helpful -this is planned in future work.
C. Bonding in iso-CHBr 3 : natural resonance theory analysis
The bonding in iso-CHBr 3 and related compounds is of considerable interest. As discussed by Maier, there are a number of possible resonance structures for the isopolyhalomethanes, 56 , 57, 77 including: (i) an ion-pair (i.e., HCBr 2 + . . . Br − ), (ii) a halonium ylide, and (iii) a CHBr. . . Br 2 complex, in addition to radical-pair structures. Considering the calculated structure of iso-CHBr 3 (Table III) , the bond lengths of the two C-Br bonds differ by ∼ 0.1 Å, with the longer bond to the free Br atom. The shorter central bond is consistent with either an ion-pair or ylide structure, both of which contain contributions from a resonance structure featuring a carbon-bromine double bond. The central C-Br bond length (1.782 Å at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level) is similar to that calculated for CHBr 2 + (1.791 Å) at the same level of theory.
To examine the contributions from the different resonance structures in more detail, we used the NRT approach of Weinhold and co-workers. [79] [80] [81] Initial analysis of the MP2 wavefunctions of iso-CHBr 3 and related iso-halons (isoCFBr 3 , iso-CF 2 Br 2 ) revealed ten different resonance structures with weights >1%. These ten structures were then used as reference structures in a second NRT calculation, which finally gave four resonance structures, shown in Figure 6 , with weights >5%. Two of these structures correspond to ion-pairs, one is the ylide, and the remaining is the conventional covalent structure. In Figure 6 , the weights of the various structures are plotted along the IRC path. It can be seen that in the transition state region (shaded) a crossover occurs in the dominant resonance structure, from the covalent structure in bromoform to ion-pair structure 1 in the isomer. Moreover, the contribution of the ylide structure reaches a maximum in the transition state region. Although ion-pair structure 1 carries the dominant weight in the isomer, the covalent structure maintains a significant (∼20%) weight, comparable in fact to ion-pair structure 2. This contribution of the covalent resonance structure is noticeable in the changes in the natural bond order between the carbon atom and the external bromine atom as the reaction proceeds from bromoform to iso-bromoform. The natural bond order decreases steadily until the transition state and then maintains a value between 0.2 and 0.3 for the rest of the reaction coordinate. A plot of the total natural bond order and its ionic and covalent components is available in the supplemental information ( Figure  4S ). 73 It is also of interest to note that the resonance structure corresponding to a CHBr-Br 2 van der Waals complex does not contribute at any significant level to the bonding in the isomer.
Given the dominance of ion-pair and ylide resonance structures to the bonding in the isomer and the isomerization transition state, it is not surprising that these can be preferentially stabilized in the condensed phase. For example, calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level using the polarizable continuum model 82 with parameters appropriate for aqueous solution show a differential solvation with respect to CHBr 3 of ∼8 kJ/mol for the isomer and ∼53 kJ/mol for the isomerization transition state. Therefore, in the condensed phase, isomerization will be the lowest energy channel on the ground state surface.
Finally, the NBO calculations are helpful in showing differences between the DFT and MP2 descriptions of the isomer. As described above, C-Br-Br is sensitive to the method used (127
• vs. 119
• at the B3LYP and MP2 levels, respectively). A NBO analysis at the B3LYP level ( Figure 5S in the supplementary material) 73 is qualitatively FIG. 6 . Intrinsic reaction coordinate scan (black circles, referenced to y axis at left) from the iso-CHBr 3 transition state, calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Also shown, referenced to the y axis at right, are the relative weights of the four most important resonance structures, identified at right, along the IRC path. The resonance weights were calculated using natural resonance theory as described in the text.
similar to that shown in Figure 6 ; however, one important difference is the increased weight of the covalent structure, which at the B3LYP level carries some 30% (compared to 20% at the MP2 level) of the resonance weight in the isomer. Thus, it would appear that C-Br-Br is particularly sensitive to the degree of covalent character.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported a detailed experimental and computational study of the structure, spectroscopy, properties, and photochemistry of iso-bromoform (iso-CHBr 3 ). The isospecies and its deuterated isotopomer were isolated in Ar and Ne matrices at ∼5 K following laser irradiation of the isolated parent molecules at 220 nm and were characterized by infrared and UV/VIS spectroscopy, supported by ab initio calculations. The positions and strengths of the observed infrared and UV/VIS absorptions of the iso-CHBr 3 species are in excellent agreement with computational predictions.
The structure and properties of iso-CHBr 3 and energies of various stationary points on the CHBr 3 PES were characterized computationally using the DFT, MP2, and CCSD(T) methods in combination with augmented double and triplezeta quality basis sets. These calculations show that isoCHBr 3 in the gas phase is bound by some 60 kJ/mol with respect to the CHBr 2 + Br asymptote. The photochemistry of iso-CHBr 3 was also investigated by selected wavelength laser irradiation into the S 0 → S 3 transition, which resulted in back photoisomerization to CHBr 3 . Calculations confirmed the existence of a first-order saddle point connecting the two isomers. The calculated energy of the isomerization transition state is, at the highest level of theory employed, below the threshold of the corresponding radical channel, suggesting that on the ground state surface isomerization is an important pathway.
Finally, bonding in the isomers and the isomerization transition state was examined using NRT. It was found that the transition state represents a crossover from the covalentdominated structure of CHBr 3 to the ion-pair dominated structure of iso-CHBr 3 . In addition, the contribution from an ylide resonance structure is maximal in the transition state region. The isomer and the isomerization transition state are preferentially stabilized by solvation, so that in solution isomerization will be the lowest energy pathway on the ground state surface. 
